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LEGAL AID IN ONTARIO-THE FUNCTION OF
CHARITY
Micheal Cormier*
INTRODUCTION
Charity has been a central concept in the provision of legal aid in
Ontario. As in England and the United States, Ontario lawyers have
accepted the idea that it is their duty to provide free legal services to
the poor without remuneration. This professional duty was the only
source of free legal assistance in Ontario for most of the period of
existence of the province. Prior to 1951 services were unstructured as
well as being reliant on charity. 1
1951 saw the establishment of a system which was less ad hoc and
which extended services in some areas. The system was still charitable
in nature. Lawyers still carried the greatest part of the burden of providing the legal services. The move to a structured system had two
main effects. First it brought about an ability to develop policies,
gather information and better analyze the delivery system. Second it
clarified the problems inherent in relying on charity. Those problems
were and remain:
1. an inability to meet the need for services;
2. reliance on junior members of the bar,
3. inconsistency of service from one county to another,
4. reluctance of lawyers to perform some duties or serve some classes
of clients.
In the mid 1960's, the Ontario system stopped relying solely on the
charity of lawyers. After reviewing the plan the Ontario government
brought into existence a funded system for providing legal services.
Unfortunately, charity continued to play a prominent role in the provision of services. Lawyers were forced to reduce their bills by 25% when
* Copyright
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1. There were some attempts to provide a structured service in certain areas
but these attempts failed, see J.P. Nelligan "Legal Aid in Canada Existing
Facilities" (1951), 24 Canadian Bar Review 591.
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working for aid clients. In the early 1980's the charity component contributed to the system becoming dysfunctional.
An attempt was made to solve the problem caused by the increasing
reliance on charity. The fees paid to lawyers were increased and the
charity component was decreased. Unfortunately the government was
unwilling to eliminate charity from the system. There is reason to
believe that the system is once again headed for crisis because of reliance on charity.
After the funded system of Legal Aid was established in Ontario
another problem became apparent. In 1972 a report revealed that the
Ontario plan was not meeting the need for services in areas which
were of special concern to the poor, such as landlord-tenant, welfare
rights and Unemployment Insurance. 2 It was later determined that
these services could best be provided by creating a separate organization specializing in poverty law issues. The government accepted this
conclusion and established a clinic system in Ontario. For the first
time in Ontario's history a group of lawyers was employed for the
exclusive purpose of specializing in the legal needs of the poor. This
development also brought about a mixed delivery system in Ontario
for legal assistance to the poor.

PRE 1951
Ontario, prior to 1951, relied on an ad hoc system for providing free
legal services to the poor. The English statute of 1495 which established the "in forma pauperis" rule, was inherited by all of the common law provinces as part of the general law of England. 3 In 1923 the
Criminal Code of Canada was amended to allow for free counsel to be
provided in some instances.4 These were the sole statutory authorities
for providing free services to the poor.
The actual system for appointing counsel was completely ad hoc, varying from county to county. There does not seem to have been general
knowledge of the legislative authority for appointing counsel. These
conclusions are drawn from a survey conducted by the Law Society of
Upper Canada in 1949 and 1950. 5
2. Community Legal Services Report (Law Society of Upper Canada: 1972).
3. Nelligan, supra, note 1 at 591.
4. Statutes of Canada, 1923, c. 41, 59.
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In the late 1940's the Law Society of Upper Canada resolved to lobby the
government to establish a formal, centralized system for providing legal
services to the poor.6 It was decided that a survey should be conducted in
order to determine need and elicit the opinions of judges, magistrates and
lawyers about a legal aid plan.7 A letter containing questions about the8
need for free legal services was sent to judges, magistrates and lawyers.
The survey was titled "Legal Aid for Needy Persons".
Replies from various sources suggest that there were three methods by
which impecunious persons could obtain counsel free or at a reduced
fee. These three methods were:
1. explaining their need to a lawyer known to the them;
2. requesting assistance from a court;
3. approaching a court official, such as the sheriff, and requesting help.
A number of responses suggested that "needy persons" asked solicitors
with whom they were familiar for free assistance. The response by the
Bruce Law Association was typical of these responses. In his letter to
the Law Society, AJ. McNab, President of the Association, stated:
"In our county, the solicitors know nearly everyone ...
and noone
(sic) ... suffers injury through lack of legal advice. If the client has
no funds, the solicitor, knowing the client personally, does not
make any charge". 10
Another law association representative states: "...much free work was
done in the county of Norfolk for those who were of limited means
and it was a matter which should be left to the individual lawyer who
5. "Summary of Replies from County and District Law Association, July 1950", 302-1(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives Law Society of Upper Canada.
6. Minutes of Convocation, volume 24, 15 January 1948.
7. "To County and District Law Association from Secretary, Law Society of
Upper Canada, April 8, 1949" 30-2-1(3), Legal Aid Collection General
Archives - Law Society of Upper Canada.

8. Ibid.
9. Ibid.
10. "AJ. McNab to the Secretary The Law Society of Upper Canada, Dec. 16,
1949", 30-2-1(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives, The Law Society of
Upper Canada.
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was well acquainted with the client's circumstances... .11 Other associations did not make specific reference to lawyers providing free service to people with whom they already had a business relationship.
They simply referred to the fact that lawyers often volunteered their
services to people who could not otherwise afford counsel.
Court assignment of free legal counsel was a common method for providing help to disadvantaged persons. Courts used a number of means
for accomplishing the task of assigning counsel. G.T. Inch, Clerk of
County Court, Registrar of the Surrogate Court and Registrar of
Supreme Court for County of Wentworth, describes one system:
"... we have defendants coming in who will assert that they have a
good defense to the action, but have no money...
In such cases, I give them a list of three or four of the later graduate lawyers.
... Our sheriff in this county has a list of lately graduated lawyers
in his office, who will accept criminal cases, for the benefit of getting the experience... -12
Other methods included: asking the president of the local law association to find someone willing to provide free representation; 13 appointment of someone present in court by the judge; 14 requesting a social
agency to help find representation. 15
Seven of the twenty-seven counties included in the Report of the Special Committee referred to using systems of appointment dependant
on action by a judge.16 A number of county representatives made
17
ambiguous statements about assistance to the poor.
11. "A.W. Winter, Simcoe County to Secretary of the Law Society of Upper
Canada", Jan. 18, 1950, 30-2-1(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives of The

Law Society of Upper Canada.
12. "G.T. Inch to Secretary, The Law Society of Upper Canada, 5 January 1950", 30-21(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives of the Law Society of Upper Canada.
13. Summary, supra, note 5 at 2.
14. Ibid. at 6.
15. Ibid. at 4-5.
16. Ibid.-28 counties replied but the report does not contain Wellington
County's report.
17. Ibid.
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Few of the judges, magistrates or county representatives referred to any
legislative authority for appointing counsel. Apparently most were
unaware of either the Criminal Code provisions or the "in forma paupenis rule". There are very few cases of the judge insisting that an
accused have counsel.1 8 Some judges did not appoint counsel because
they were unaware of any procedure for doing so.
Judge A.H. Dowler, of Port Arthur, Ontario, states that in cases where
an accused could not afford counsel he did not make any effort "... at
the time to secure legal assistance for the accused because... no practical procedure was established which would have enabled me to
request any particular member... "99 This lack of procedure was more
acute in the cases involving the civil courts. Many counties reported
problems with some aspect of representation in civil cases.
Typical of the information provided is a letter written by Charles Sales
K.C., County of Essex:
"There are about ten requests a year from women who have

divorced their husbands and obtained judgment for the maintenance of themselves and children. They come in for help because

the husbands have not been keeping up their payments.

My invariable recommendation that wives seek the assistance of
the solicitors who acted in their divorce proceedings generally
brings the answer that they owe for the divorce or have spent all
they had in getting it... and solicitors are not very happy about
taking on responsibility because there is so little that can be done
without putting up funds out of their own pockets with slight hope

of recovery". 20

Three counties made reference to the need for assistance in family
court matters. 2 1 This was the most frequently mentioned area of need
next to the matter of counsel for accused. Judges and magistrates were
18. See ibid. at 7 where it is reported that in Thunder Bay, The Ontario Supreme
Court judges insisted that the accused be represented in indictable cases.
19. "A.D. Dowler, Judge, to Secretary, The Law Society of Upper Canada, January 3, 1950", 30-2-1(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives Law Society of
Upper Canada.
20. "Charles Sales K.C. to Secretary, The Law Society of Upper Canada, December 14, 1949", 30-2-1(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives Law Society
of Upper Canada.
21. Supra, note 5 at 1, 6.
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concerned with the fact that women and children were being abandoned by the legal system. 22 There was also concern about the
expense of proceeding to divisional court.23
A third method of obtaining free legal assistance involved requests to
a government employee or charitable organization. Both civil and
criminal courts used this method to provide legal assistance to the
poor. The most common government agents approached were sheriffs
and registrars.
F.T. Egener, the Sheriff of Grey County, stated that "in a proper case"
24
he would ask a defence lawyer to interview someone in his custody.
Mr. Inch refers to a similar system used in the county of Wentworth.
In civil cases, the court registrar would provide people with a list of
three or four young graduates who were willing to provide assistance.2 5
In York County the Crown kept
a list of lawyers willing to provide ser26

vice for impecunious accused.

Another recourse was the contacting of a social service group such as
the Salvation Army. The County of Middlesex used this method for
criminal matters. 27 In Bruce County, the law association had an
arrangement with Children's Aid Society whereby they would act for
deserted wives who found it necessary to collect welfare.2 8 The solicitors took turns providing this service. 29 The city solicitor in Owen
Sound provided some assistance to those in receipt of welfare. 30

22. Ibid.
23. Ibid. at 7.
24. Ibid. at 3.
25. Supra, note 12.
26. Supra, note 5 at 9-10.
27. "E.J.R. Wright to Secretary Law Society of Upper Canada, December 22,
1949", 30-2-1(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives of Upper Canada.
28. Supra, note 5.
29. Ibid.
30. "E.C. Spereman to Secretary, Law Society of Upper Canada, January 17,
1950", 30-2-1(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives, Law Society of
Upper Canada.
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CLINICS
Several attempts had been made prior to 1951 to establish clinics to
deal with the problems of the poor. In Ontario three notable attempts
occurred, two in Toronto and one in Hamilton.
Two clinics were established in Toronto during the 1930's. One was
started by a group of Roman Catholic jurists, lawyers and students,
the other was suggested by W.D. Matthews, Chair of the Junior Bar
Committee.3 1 The Organization started by Matthews32was known as the
Toronto Legal Aid Bureau (hereinafter The Bureau).
The Bureau worked in co-operation with the city Welfare Department.33 A lawyer attended at City Hall once a week for the purpose of
interviewing clients.3 4
This effort was supported by the Law Society which provided some
funds and books. 3 5 As well, the Law Society established a special committee to oversee the Bureau. 3 6 In 1938 the Law Society decided to
eliminate their support. 3 7 Nelligan states that there was considerable
opposition among lawyers to the Bureau.3 8 The Bureau continued to
exist after Law Society support was removed, but died during World
War 10 9
It was argued that one problem with the Bureau was that clients felt
uncomfortable with the fact that they were receiving "charity".'4 A
submission to the Special Committee on the Bureau stated that poten-

31. M.P. Reilly, "Origins and Development as Legal Aid in Ontario" (1988), 8
Wmdsor Yearbook of Access to Justice, 81 at 90 and 93.
32. Nelligan, supra, note I at 598.
33. Ibid.
34. Ibid.
35. Supra, note 31 at 91.
36. Ibid.
37. Ibid. at 92.
38. Nelligan, supra, note 1.
39. Reilly, supra, note 31 at 92.
40. Ibid.
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tial clients did not feel they had a right to the service and therefore did
not take advantage of it.4 1
The Guild of Our Lady of Good Counsel, the organization started by
Roman Catholics, provided a service similar to that of the Bureau.4 2
They also sought the support of the Law Society.43 Convocation
approved of the plan.4 4 The Guild was particularly concerned that no
"unworthy" cause be accepted 45 and asked requested agencies to provide any information about the general "character and trustworthiness
of applicants".4 6
Hamilton was the site of another attempt to organize services for the
poor. The Hamilton Community Chest opened an office where people
were interviewed prior to being referred to a lawyer who volunteered
his services. 4 7 This service closed after seven months because of lack
of financial support.48

AREAS OF LAW SERVED
As well as information about the methods of providing service, the
survey contained information about the areas of law in which service
was provided. Areas of coverage varied from county to county.
Criminal law was the area where free legal assistance was most often
provided. Nine of the twenty-seven counties reported a system whereby
accused persons were given free legal assistance in criminal matters4 9
Other reports did not refer specifically to criminal law or to any particular method of providing assistance.50 There were numerous reports
making general statements such as "...much free work was done in
41. Ibid.
42. Ibid. at 93.
43. Ibid.

44. Ibid.
45. Ibid.
46. Ibid. This concern with the worthiness of the client would become a problem
for the 1951 Ontario Legal Aid Plan.
47. Supra, note 31 at 604.
48. Ibid.
49. Summary, supra, note 5.

50. Ibid.
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the county of Norfolk for those who were of limited means",5 1 or "...
the members of this assistance perform service gratis for indigent
clients". 52 These statements do not however allow any determination
concerning anything about the type of service which may have been
provided.
A number of reports clearly stated that even criminal cases went with
little or no assistance. Judge A.H. Dowler stated that he did not
attempt to provide counsel for impecunious accused because he did
not know of any practical method for doing so. 3 Likewise R.H. Polson suggested that he had no idea how to help poor accused other
than by interfering in the proceedings personally.5 4 Four other reports
mentioned a lack of provision of assistance because of a lack of
method for appointing counsel.55
Civil litigation was not as well covered as was criminal. The area of
family law appears to be the area of civil litigation where the need for
assistance was most acute. There are a number of submissions stating
that women and children were not being provided needed assistance
to obtain support from former husbands. Peterborough provides the
best example. M.R. Philp, KC. a magistrate from that county states:
"... such need exists largely in cases of charges under the Deserted
Wives and Children's Maintenance Act, assaults under the Criminal Code ... the charges are laid by the wife who is seldom represented by counsel and who often finds that the accused is so
represented".5 6

51. Winter, supra, note 11.
52. "Leeds and Grenville Law Association to Secretary, Law Society of Upper
Canada, January 5, 1950", 30-2-1(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives
Law Society of Upper Canada.
53. Supra, note 19.
54. "R.H. Poison to Secretary, Law Society of Upper Canada, January 11, 1950",
30-2-1(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives Law Society of Upper
Canada.
55. Summary, supra, note 5.
56. "M.R. Philp K.C., Magistrate to Secretary, Law Society of Upper Canada,
January 19, 1950", 30-2-1(3) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives Law
Society of Upper Canada. This submission is one of the first pieces of evidence suggesting judicial concern about an inability to punish wife abusers.
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York County seems to have had similar problems ensuring that there
57
was representation in family court.

THE ERA OF UNORGANIZED CHARITY-ANALYSIS
Until 1951 the poor in Ontario had to rely on the charity of lawyers to
accept cases for free or at reduced fees. Very little money was provided
for free services to impoverished people.58 There was no policy or legislative authority which controlled the provision of free or reduced fee
services across all areas of law.
The lack of overall authority and absence of funding led to a system
which was inconsistent and chaotic. No two counties provided free services in the same areas of law. Seldom was the same method used for
determining who ought to receive services. There wasn't even consistency in determining who should be approached when it was felt that
services were needed.
Degree of coverage also varied from place to place. In Thunder Bay
only indictable cases were considered to warrant the assignment of
counsel. Some jurisdictions were willing to assign counsel for matters
in magistrates courts.
There was no uniform policy regarding the determination of who
qualified for services. Each lawyer, magistrate, judge, sheriff etc. made
an individual determination of need. Lawyers were also left to determine the amount of assistance that might be required. Whether their
service was provided at a reduced fee or no fee basis was a matter
between the lawyer and the client.
The ad hoc charity model resulted in people being treated on the basis
of where they lived, not on the basis of what rights they had. In many,
and probably all, counties of Ontario, the services provided to poor
clients were limited and depended on chance as much as design.
These concerns led to an insistence that the system change.
In the late 1940's the legal profession in Ontario became interested in
establishing a comprehensive legal aid plan. The impetus for consider57. Supra, note 5.

58. All of the replies to the Law Society survey refer to services provided free or
at reduced rates. However there also existed paid services in some serious
criminal cases, when the government paid a small fee to lawyers. See
Nelligan, supra, note I at 608-609.
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ing a legal aid plan came from the Canadian Bar Association. 59 In
response to the Canadian Bar initiative the Law Society struck a committee to consider the need for an organized plan.60
There are a number of reasons for the push for legal aid occurring in
the late 1940's. First, the depression and the Second World War
increased the severity of social problems and thereby increased the
need for legal assistance. During the depression the bar organized the
first attempts in Ontario to structure the provision of free legal assistance. 6 1 These efforts resulted from an increased awareness of the need
for services. 62
The Second World War saw the establishing of the only national legal
aid program in Canada.6 3 Free Legal Aid was provided to members of
the armed forces. 64 The service was continued after the war because it
was assumed that the soldiers need for legal assistance would remain
and possibly increase.65 Matrimonial problems have been the area
most used by members of the armed forces. 66
Secondly, the Rushcliffe Report advocating change in the Legal Aid
system in Great Britain was released in the late 1940's. Ontario's bar
was aware of the report.67 As well, the fact that the United States had
some organized delivery had been discussed some years earlier in a
Canadian Bar article.68 These pieces of information, probably made
Ontario lawyers feel that a structured system was inevitable.

59. Reilly, supra, note 32 at 97-98.
60. Ibid.
61. Ibid. at 86-95.
62. Ibid.
63. D. Hoehre, Legal Aidfor Canada (The Edwin Nellen Press, 1989) at 50-54.
64. Ibid.
65. Ibid.

66. Ibid. at 54-55.
67. Reilly, supra, note 13 at 98.

68. Ibid. at 94.
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In 1950 the Special Committee of the Law Society delivered its final
report. A permanent system of legal aid was recommended. 69 This
recommendation was accepted by Convocation.70
One of the main concerns of the Law Society, which led to the acceptance of a legal aid plan, was that of control over any plan established
in the province. In a letter to the county law associations the Secretary of the Law Society justified the initiative being taken on the basis
that it would ensure that the profession could govern the system of
aid. The letter from the secretary states:
"The committee sincerely apologizes for the necessity of putting
you to all this trouble. But the subject is one of vital importance to
the profession and a paramount consideration must always be control of any system of legal aid should be vested in the profession
itself through 7 its
1 governing body and local associations and
organizations".
The Ontario government passed an amendment to the Law Society
Act which allowed the society to establish a legal aid plan, in 1951.72
The same year the Law3 Society established a permanent Standing
7
Committee on legal aid.
THE 1951 PLAN
Ontario gave the Law Society part of what it had asked for, control of
the plan. However, the other request, for government funding was
ignored.7 4 So the plan relied on the charity of individual lawyers for
the provisions of services. There was a small amount of money avail75
able to pay for disbursements.
A number of matters were excluded from coverage under the plan. All
summary conviction criminal offenses were excluded.7 6 This excluded
69. Minutes of Convocation, Vol. 25, Nov. 16, 1950.
70. Ibid.

71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Letter to County and District Association, supra, note 7.
Law Society Amendment Act, 1951, S.O, 1951, c. 45.
Convocation Minutes, Vol 25, 17 May 1951.
Minutes of Convocation, Vol. 24, 15 January 1948.
Minutes of Convocation, Vol. 26, 15 April 1954.
Minutes of Convocation, vol. 25, 15 February 1951.
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the majority of offences and charges under the criminal code. Offences
under Provincial Statutes were also excluded.
Regulation 6(7Xa) excluded people who had been previously convicted
of an offense. The wording of the subsection is ambiguous and could
be read to exclude all persons with previous convictions. Area directors were given discretion to provide assistance "where he was" of the
77
opinion that special circumstances warrant the granting of legal aid.
This regulation also excluded applications for a finding of "habitual
criminal" or a "dangerous sexual offender". The history of the inclusion of this regulation will be explored later.
Civil proceedings also contained a number of exclusions. Proceeding
in the following areas were excluded:
"(a) defamation,
(b) breach of promise for marriage,
(c) loss of the services of a woman or girl in consequence of her
rape or seduction,
(d) alienation of affections
(e)

criminal conversation
(ii) Relator actions
(iii) Proceedings for the recovery of a penalty where the proceedings may be taken by a person and the whole or part
of the penalty is payable to the person taking the proceeding,
(iv) proceedings relating to an election,
(v) proceedings subsequent to judgment for recovery of a
liquidated sum,
(vi) proceedings in bankruptcy subsequent
to a Receiving
78
Order or an authorized assignment."

Another exclusion arose not through the regulations but rather
became excluded by custom. In some geographic areas lawyers treated

77. Minutes of Convocation, vol. 27, 19 May 1955.

78. Supra, note 76.
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divorce and other family court matters as if they were excluded.7 9
Lawyers considered divorce to be a luxury.8 0 They were consequently
reluctant to engage in such proceedings for free.8 1 No other area was
viewed in the same manner.
As a result of the 1951 legislation the system for delivering free legal
assistance in Ontario became both centrally organized and policy oriented. A structure was established which included a Provincial Director and Directors for each county or district.82 Local committees were
established to advise Directors.83 Clinics were established to accept
applications, determine the work required, and dispose of applications. 84
85
Regulations were enacted which established eligibility guidelines.
The Provincial Director was given the discretion to accept clients who
did not meet the financial requirements where, in the opinion of the
county director, paying for legal assistance might impair the persons
ability to "furnish himself and his family with the essentials necessary
to keep them directly fed, clothed, sheltered and living together as a

family." 86

No provision was made for the payment of fees to the lawyers or to
could
the Directors.87 The plan was completely voluntary. Lawyers
88
volunteer by placing their name on a panel with the director.

79. Report of the Joint Committee on Legal Aid, Chairman, William B. Common,
(March 1965) at 63.
80. Ibid.
81. Ibid.
82. Convocation, supra; note 76.
83. Ibid.
84. Ibid.
85. Ibid.
86. Ibid.
87. Ibid.
88. bid.
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Soon after the plan was established local associations began to
demand that changes be made to the services being provided. 89 J.P.
Conover, County Director for York, asked that convocation reconsider
the provision of services for cases of divorce. 90 He asked that such
matters be excluded. Members of the legal profession maintained that
divorce was a luxury and therefore should not be provided free of
charge. 91
In 1954 another such request was received. Charles Sales Q.C., Director for Essex County, noted a concern that persons charged with prostitution were abusing the system. 92 He states "Formerly the cost of
defense on these charges was paid by the operators .... ,,93 Mr. Sales
requested the right to refuse any further applicants charged with prostitution or allied offenses. 94 Convocation approved of this request. 95
The York County director also requested that repeat offenders not be
given assistance.96 Essex County joined in this request.97 Correspondence between the Welland County Director and the Provincial Director explored the same point.9 8 The pressure to change the regulation
disallowing service to repeat offenders continued until action was
taken.
The complaint about previous convictions was eventually embodied in
a regulation restricting assistance to persons previously convicted. 99
Prostitution and allied charges were not excluded by way of regulation. Divorce was a more difficult question. No regulation was ever

89. Minutes of Convocation, vol. 26, 19 February 1953.
90. Ibid.
91. Ibid.
92. Minutes of Convocation, vol. 26, 18 February 1954.
93. Ibid.
94. Ibid.
95. Ibid.
96. Supra, note 89.
97. Ibid.
98. "W.H. Waugh to Provincial Director, Ontario Legal Aid Plan, Feb. 21, 1955", 302-1(5) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives Law Society of Upper Canada.
99. Minutes of Convocation, vol. 27, May 19, 1955.
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passed excluding divorce actions from legal aid.
However, a number of
100
associations resisted providing such services.
By 1955 it was becoming apparent that the plan was having difficulty
meeting the need for services. A letter from a Toronto solicitor to the
Director of York County argued the position in clear unequivocal
terms. He stated:
"However, basically I do not think the present voluntary arrangement can fill the need indefinitely. The most serious objection is
that under any such system ... the firms and solicitors contributing
their time to the clinic and to the panel is gradually reduced to the
point where a very10small
number of solicitors in the county is actu1
ally participating"
The problem enunciated by Mr. Farley had already begun to arise in a
number of counties.
Charles Sale, the County Director in Essex made this clear in his
submissions to the Provincial Director in his report dated February
2nd, 1955.102 He informed the Provincial Director that he was having "... difficulty ... persuading some members to remain on the
panel".10 3 Further he "... had little or no success in obtaining new
volunteers... ".104 Mr. Sale was of the opinion that the problem was
at least potentially caused by the volume of cases assigned to coun5
sel. 10
York County was apparently experiencing similar problems. In a letter
to the President of the York County Law Association, J.D. Conover
stated that more assistance was needed on the criminal panel.106 W.H.
Waugh, of Welland, alluded to the same problem. In a letter to the
100. Minutes of Convocation, vol. 26, February 19, 1953.
101. "T.S. Farley to J.D. Conover, 6 December 1956", 30-2-1(4) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives Law Society of Upper Canada.
102. 30-2-1(5) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives-Law Society of Upper Canada.
103. Ibid.

104. Ibid.
105. Ibid.
106. "J.D. Conover to W.B. Common, January 19, 1955", 30-2-1(9), Legal Aid Colleclion-General Archives-Law Society of Upper Canada.
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Provincial Director he states that "counsel will now seize upon any
excuse upon which not to act for an accused". 10 7
Both Charles Sales and Mr. Conover suggested that the solution to the
problem was the co-opting of new members of the bar.10 8 Mr. Sales
went further and decreed that all new members of the bar would automatically be members of the criminal panel. 1°9 These letters suggest
that there was a reliance on newly called members to carry out the
necessary functions of the plan. The letter from Mr. Conover discusses
the fact that the plan is providing new members of the bar with a
1 10
ready made practise and with valuable experience.
The inability to meet the need for service continued to draw the attention of the members of the bar. In 1960, Mr. Conover once again
raised the issue of an inability to find counsel to handle matters. 111 He
also suggests the need for a new "batch of junior lawyers" 113
to solve the
problems. 112 Other lawyers wrote about the same problem.
By 1963 the problems with the 1951 plan had become severe enough to
convince the government to establish a commission to review the existing system. 114 The Commission produced a report in 1965 (hereinafter
Joint Committee Report). It was asserted by the Joint Committee
Report that the system needed to be drastically reformed.
Although the 1951 plan had not been able to provide full service, it
had accomplished a number of things. First the provision of legal ser-

107. W.H. Waugh to Provincial Director Ontario Legal Aid Plan, April 14th, 1955",
30-2-1(5) Legal Aid Collection-General Archives Law Society of Upper Canada.
108. Supra, note 102 and 106.
109. Supra, note 102.
110. Supra, note 106.
111. J.D. Conover to Provincial Director Legal Aid, January 20, 1960, 30-2-1(6)
Legal Aid Collection-General Archives Law Society of Upper Canada.
112. Ibid.
113. " Lavinter to DJ. Catalano, February 24, 1960", 30-2-1(6), Legal Aid Collection-General Archives Upper Canada, "Jack Doner, Director of Kenora, to
Law Society of Upper Canada, November 22, 1960", 30-2-1(6) Legal Aid Collection - General Archives Law Society of Upper Canada.
114. Joint Committee, supra, note 79.
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vices had become far more consistent than had been previously true.
Prior to 1951 there had been little consistency in any aspect of the service. The voluntary plan had brought about greater consistency by
establishing policies to which lawyers could refer regarding the provision of services.
Information gathering and policy development had become easier.
The formation of policies on questions such as repeat offenders and
divorce was made easier even if the counties did not always follow
such policies. Unlike the situation in the 1940's when the Law Society
had to seek out information about lack of adequate service and ended
up with little concrete information, under the 1951 plan yearly statistics were gathered and analysed. 115 Thus it became easier to know
when and where problems were occurring.
However charity was the Plan's greatest weakness. The Joint Committee Report found that the voluntary nature of the plan had created
three main problems. These problems were:
116
(1) an inability to meet the demand for services;
117
(2) a reliance on junior members of the bar,
1 18
(3) inconsistency of service.
One problem not mentioned in the Joint Committee report but evident
from the discussions about divorce and repeat offenders was an
unwillingness of the bar to provide certain types of service or to serve
some "types" of applicants. The Joint Committee Report concluded
as long as
that charity was the main cause of these problems and that
119
the system relied on charity the problems would remain.
The obvious solution was the establishing of a funded delivery system.120 Two arguments were used to bolster this position.

115. See Convocation, supra, note 89.
116. Joint Committee, supra, note 79 at 18-21.
117. Ibid. at 55.
118. Ibid. at 37-38.
119. Ibid. 97-98.
120. Ibid.
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The first was the unfairness of relying on lawyers to accept all of the
responsibility for supporting the legal aid system. 12 1 Second was an
assertion that legal aid was a right, not a privilege. 12 Assuming legal
aid to be a right had an impact on the assumptions about what services to provide and to whom they should be provided.
The effect of moving from a charity to a rights model of legal aid is
exemplified in the argument put forward for providing service in the
area of divorce. Whereas it had been previously argued that divorce
was a luxury and therefore should not be provided as a free service, it
was accepted that a paid system should provide service for those who
wish a divorce. 12 As argued by the Joint Committee in a legal aid system which stresses the rights of the needy, it is hard to differentiate
divorce from any other legal proceeding in terms of providing free
legal aid.124
In its discussions of the provision of services to repeat offenders the
committee also highlighted the fact that a system based on rights must
base service on need not on extraneous issues. 12 All of the previous
arguments from counties worried about the "type of person" to be
helped faded away. The Joint Committee report indicated that the
counties did not make any argument in support of the old regulato obtain sertion. 126 A new regulation which would allow repeaters
12 7
vice, except in special cases, was recommended.
In spite of all the rhetoric about the need to accept that legal aid was a
right, that charity limited the ability to provide adequate service and that
lawyers ought to receive fair renumeration for their work, the joint committee recommended that the system continue to have a major charitable
component It suggested that legal aid bills be reduced by 25% and that
the amount deducted be considered a "donation" to legal aid.12
121. Ibid. at 51.
122. Ibid. at 97.
123. Ibid. at 63-65.
124. Ibid.
125. Ibid. at 61-62.
126. Ibid.
127. Ibid.

128. Ibid. 52 at 53.
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The government accepted the recommendation of the joint committee
about the required donation to the plan. However the government
went further and established 129
a plan which paid lawyers less than the
"normal solicitor-client bill". The legislature choose to establish a
tariff which reflected fees paid by a client of modest means. 130 Since
the joint committee report had argued that payment of 75% of the nor131
mal bill would provide a solicitor with 50% of their normal profit,
the government plan had little hope of providing lawyers with much
profit
As part of its deliberations the committee had considered legal aid systems in other jurisdictions. The only alternative discussed at length
was the public defender system which existed in parts of the United
States. At the time the review was being conducted the United States
had already embarked upon a new endeavour.
President Johnston had declared "War on Poverty" in the mid 1960's.
In order to effectively wage this war the President had established the
Office of Economic Opportunity whose job was to co-ordinate efforts
to eradicate poverty in America. 132 As part of the effort to help the
poor, the O.E.O. established a Federal program for funding law clinics
which would service the poor.133 This was the first federally funded
legal aid program in the United States.
The Joint Committee seems to have been unaware of this development
in the United States. In its discussion of the American system for providing legal assistance for free or at reduced rates the committee
makes no mention of the O.E.O. program. The idea of providing service by means of a clinic system would not gain prominence in
Ontario for a number of years.
129. Report of the Fact Finder in the Matters of the Ontario Legal Aid Tariff,
Graeme H. McKechnie, Fact Finder, (Delivered July 31, 1985) at 6.
130. Ibid.-neither concept, that of a normal bill or a bill to a client of modest
means has any exact meaning. The concepts do not accord with lawyers billing
practices. However, the fact finder was able to determine that the tariff established by the Legal Aid Plan was significantly lower than solicitor-client fees,
see pg. 6 and 23, ibid.
131. Supra, note 79 at 52.
132. Earl Johnston, Justice and Reform (New York: Russel Sage Foundation, 1974)
39-40.
133. ]bid. 40-49.
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In rejecting the public defender system the committee focused on the
right to choose council and on the unseemliness of having the prosecution and defense paid by the same employer. 134 It was felt that a
public defender system was inconsistent with the right to choose counsel. 135 Further, having both defense and crown attorney paid by government would create a perception of bias.
It does not seem to have occurred to the review committee that having
the Judge and crown attorney paid by one employer could raise the
same concern about bias. The judges are protected from immediate
dismissal by legislation designed to insure their independence. However it is unlikely that the public is aware of this protection or that
such formalities could erase all apprehension of bias in the mind of
the public.
The cogency of the "choice of counsel" argument is difficult to access
because reality and perception seldom meet. In order to determine the
effectiveness of choice it is necessary to consider and assess factors
which vary greatly across the province and from one social group to
another. Choice is only valuable where there are a number of serviceproviders and where those wishing service can then assess the relative
strengths and weaknesses of each.
Outside of urban areas in Ontario it is doubtful that there is any real
choice.136 Smaller centres are not likely to have many people specializing in the criminal areas. Further it is unlikely that people of limited
economic means will have enough knowledge about those practising
137
to make an intelligent choice.
The Joint Committee criticisms carried the day and the public
defender system was rejected by the review committee. The system
finally accepted by the government was a judicare plan whereby lawyers billed the plan pursuant to a specified tariff.

134. Joint Committee, supra, note 101-109.

135. Ibid.
136. This point was made by the Community Legal Services Report, supra, note 2 at

60-62.
137. Ibid.
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THE FUNDED PLAN
In 1968 the then Premier of Ontario reaffirmed the view that legal aid
is a right stating:
"The objective of legal aid in Ontario is to ensure that everyone will
have the right to obtain legal advice or be represented by counsel
138
of his choice regardless of financial ability to pay for counsel".
The Honourable Roy McMurtry, former Attorney General of
Ontario1 39 and Ian Scott,140 his successor, have both accepted this
view of legal aid. It is true that government officials generally follow
this affirmation with some qualifier about the cost of providing such
programs and the need to therefore limit programs. However, the fact
that legal aid is accepted as a right by the Ontario government and the
Law Society is undisputed.
Accepting the assertion that free legal assistance is a right strengthens
the view that the system should be funded. It leaves open the question
of the extent of the right and therefore the extent of funding. This then
is, in a sense, the beginning of the debate, not the end.
Soon after the funded plan was established the debate began in earnest when it was realized that the new plan did not provide adequate
services in several areas of law. This new debate, about the extent of
rights, would bring about a very different system for delivery of free
legal services. In the early 1970's a subcommittee of the Legal Aid
Committee was empowered to investigate the problem and recommend
solutions. 14 1 This subcommittee delivered its report in 1972.142 It was
found that the plan lacked the ability to meet the need for advice and
summary assistance. 143 Further, it was concluded that there was unmet
need for services in the areas of landlord and tenant, worker compen-

138. Quoted in McKechnie, supra, note 129 at 7.
139. Ibid.

140. Ian Scott, A-6, Ontario Address (Canadian Bar Association National Symposium on Legal Aid, August 17, 1987.
141. Community, supra, note 2.
142. Ibid.

143. bid. at 16-19.
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sation, welfare rights, and related concerns. 144 Finally there was a lack
14 5
of access to the system in some geographic areas.
A tension which ran through the report originated in the recognition that
the Judicare system then existing in Ontario could not meet the new
needs arising within the province and that the alternative methods which
might meet these needs were unacceptable to the legal profession.
The subcommittee tried to come to grips with this tension by first
redefining the legal aid mandate and then allowing for a modified
clinic system with a very limited mandate. Two aspects of the Judicare
plan focused on clarifying the philosophy of the plan. First was the
means of providing service. The subcommittee found that the legislation contemplated a system whereby services were to be dispensed by
private practitioners through "commercial law offices". 14 6 There is an
underlying assumption that this was the best method of providing
147
assistance and that the government agreed with this position.
Second, the concept of "the man of modest means", which was considered central to the plan, implied a necessity that the person in need
identify the problem themselves. 148 Those who were unaware of the
need for help were not of concern to the plan.14 9 Preventive measures
and consciousness raising were not within the purview of the plan.
Having argued that the legal aid system was not intended to achieve
the goals of education and empowerment, the reviewers proceeded to
admit that there may be a limited role for these organizations. It was
recommended that a modified clinic system be used in "... localities
where its utility is evident". 150 Those facilities would provide on-site
advice and assistance. 15 1 Lawyers would "staff" the facility on a rotating schedule.
144. Ibid. at 20-24.
145. Ibid. at 67-71.
146. Ibid. at 12.
147. Ibid. at 11 and 12.
148. Ibid. at 13.
149. Ibid.
150. Ibid. at 120. There is some explanation of when the subcommittee would consider the utility to be evident, see pg. 72 of the report.
151. Ibid. at 74.
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Lack of expertise in some areas of poverty law was also recognized by
the review committee as a problem area. 152 It was assumed that these
areas constituted a minor part of the need for legal services among the
poor. 153 As well, it was asserted that lawyers, if compensated for work
154
in these areas, would soon develop the expertise necessary.
Soon after the submission of the Community Legal Services Report
the government struck a Task Force to review the operations of the
Legal Aid Plan. The Attorney-General cited changing social, eco155
nomic and legal environments as the reason for the needed review.
In its report the Task Force would take a radically different view of
legal aid and suggest a completely reformed structure.
Unlike the Community Legal Services Report which argued that the
poor did not need a different kind of service, the Task Force found
that the gaps in service were severe enough to warrant a change in
philosophy. Two concepts previously considered central to the plans
were questioned and ultimately rejected by the task force - the reliance on the "traditional test of coverage by comparing what services
the 'man of modest means' would be prepared to pay for" 156 and the
assumption that the Law Society ought to administer the plan.
In discussing the man of modest means concept the Task Force
argued that this test effectively precluded civil cases by the poor. They
asserted that:
"...it is frequently demonstrable that the cost of assisting them to
exercise a right will exceed the tangible value of the right... And it
may frequently take a great deal of time, and hence money, to
advise a poor man upon rights that may exist under the legislation
or private contract relating to employment, housing, welfare or
other social benefits vitally157important to the poor man but small in
terms of absolute dollars".

152. Ibid. at 92.
153. Ibid. at 93.
154. Ibid.
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It was also noted that lawyers adopted a narrow view of what constituted a legal problem.15 8 Few members of the profession had developed expertise in areas of law such as Unemployment Insurance and
Worker's Compensation. 159 These areas often proved to be very com160
plex.
On the question of who should administer the plan the Task Force
found that the Law Society was not the most appropriate body. Given
the needs of the poor and the complexities of delivering such services
it was felt a "single-minded" body was needed. 16 1 It was asserted by
the Task Force that the Law Society had too many other goals to carry
16 2
out the task of administration of the Legal Aid Plan effectively.
The Task Force submitted that an independent corporation should be
established to administer the plan. 163 A mixed model using lawyers
paid according to a tariff and salaried clinic lawyers would be used to
deliver services. 16 4 Areas of coverage would be expanded by eliminating the modest means test and emphasizing value to the individual
involved. 165 Educating and empowering the poor would be important
goals of the system. 166
Most of the recommendations of the Task Force were ignored. However, in 1976 at the urging of the group of activists the government
began to fund clinics. 16 7 Several years later another provincial task
force recommended that clinics should have autonomy with respect to

158. Ibid. at 21.
159. Ibid.
160. Ibid.
161. Ibid. at 23.
162. Ibid.
163. Ibid. at 27.
164. Ibid. at 54, 55.
165. Ibid. at 40.
166. Ibid.
167. M. J. Mossman "Community Legal Clinics in Ontario" (1983), 3 Windsor Yearbook of Access to Justice 375 at 382-383.
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policy and administration. 16 8 In 1979 the government changed the regulations accordingly. 169
The amendments which brought about the funding of clinics in
Ontario had also changed the system in two fundamental ways. They
had established a mixed system which used both judicare and clinics
for providing legal services to disadvantaged groups.
It also created a means of allowing lawyers to specialize in the concerns of the poor. Clinic lawyers could devote all of their time and
energy to the special problems of their client group. Since they were
paid by salary, clinic lawyers were free to allocate time to law reform
and like concerns without any fear of loss of income.
The establishing of a clinic system brought about a tension between lawyers in private practice and the clinic proponents. In some cases the issue
involved the fear that clinics would start performing work which had previously been performed by private practitioners under the judicare system. 170 Another concern which arose was the fear that too much of the
legal aid budget would be given over to the clinic system. 171 In
other
cases there was a resistance to the philosophy of the clinic system.172

CHARITY BY ANY OTHER NAME
Almost from the inception of the funded plan the tariff was criticized
as being inadequate. One of the first criticisms came in 1972 when the
Community Legal Services Report stated that the tariff needed to 173
be
increased and that there needed to be periodic review of the tariff.
The 1974 Task Force agreed but stated the case in a slightly different
way. They found that the tariff would be adequate if the 25% reduction
of legal accounts was abolished. 174
168. Ibid.
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Removal of this "donation" was considered crucial by the Task Force
because it also would signal an end to the charity aspect of the Legal Aid
Plan.175 Both the Joint Committee Report and the Task Force made the
assertion that legal aid was a right not a privilege. However the Task
Force went further and argued that it was necessary to wipe out all traces
of charity by removing the required donation by lawyers who acted for
legal aid clients. 176 Without the removal of the 25% deduction the177remuneration to lawyers was considered inadequate by the Task Force.
Concern about the level of remuneration continued until in the mid
1980's two groups commenced a review of the situation. The Government of Ontario requested that Graeme McKechnie Consulting Limited review the tariff levels and structure. 178 At approximately the same
time the Ontario wing of the Canadian Bar Association considered the
broader question of access to the legal system. 17 9 Both of these reviews
that a crisis had developed in the delivery
were prompted by the view 180
of legal services to the poor.
McKechnie argued that inadequate remuneration for work done is a
form of forced charity. He states "Ifthe tariff can not cover the reasonable costs of lawyers' fees and disbursements, then what is formulated
is a plan based purely on the charitable donations of lawyers who take
rural
part in the plan". 18 1 He found that in both urban centres and 182
areas the plan tariff was not covering the cost of doing business. It
is further argued that this situation was jeopardizing the partnership
between the government and the lawyers of Ontario183which was necessary in order to deliver services to indigent persons.

175. Ibid.
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178. Supra, note 129 at 2.
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Decreasing the remuneration to lawyers led to a decrease in lawyer
participation in the plan. Senior members refused to do legal aid
work.1s 4 Between 1971 and 1984 the number of lawyers with 12 or
more years of experience accepting legal aid certificates decreased
from 37.9% to 24.6%.185 In 1984 only 14.1% 186
of those lawyers accepting
certificates had 10 or more years experience.
There was also an erosion of overall participation in the plan. 1,006
new lawyers were admitted to the bar in Ontario in 1984 increasing the
numbers by 7.6%.187 At the same time
the number of lawyers partici188
pating in the plan decreased by 2.4%.

This erosion had three effects on the plan. It negated the principle of
choice of lawyers which the Joint Committee had been so careful to
enshrine in its recommendations. Put simply there were fewer lawyers
from whom to choose. Ultimately this led to people being unable to
find lawyers to handle their matters
or needing to approach more law189
yers before obtaining assistance.
Another problem was the reliance on inexperienced lawyers. The
report of the Fact Finder did not find any evidence that clients suffered any harm because of the lack of experienced counsel.190 However it did point out that one can assume that clients would have been
better served by more experienced counsel. 191
The Canadian Bar Association Ontario Branch found that in 1984,
70.4% of legal aid clients were assisted by lawyers with less than four
years experience. 192 It was also concluded that many legal aid cases
require "skill only found in lawyers with considerable experience". 1 93
184. Ibid. at 33 and 34.
185. Ibid.
186. Ibid.
187. Ibid. at 28.
188. Ibid.
189. Access, supra, note 179 at 49.
190. Supra, note 129 at 33.
191. Ibid.
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This situation brought about a two-tiered system of justice, whereby
paying clients could obtain the assistance of experienced counsel while
legal aid clients had to choose between less experienced counsel. 194
Lawyers were refusing to provide service in some areas of law. It is
stated in the CBAO report that "few lawyers continue to accept legal
aid certificates because legal aid payments ... are subject to unreasonable maximum time constraints... -195 There was also some indication of problems obtaining
assistance with family law matters,
19 6
particularly in rural areas.
The report also notes evidence of inconsistency of service from area to
area. It was found that the eligibility criteria were not being uniformly
applied. 197 Rural areas evidenced greater difficulty in obtaining certificates and finding lawyers to act for legal aid clients. 198 There was also
information suggesting more subtle manipulation of potential clients
in some counties. In one county the director would discourage applicants by
giving advance rulings of the likelihood of obtaining a certifi199
cate.
The abandoning of the plan by lawyers also meant that responsibility for serving the poor fell on a decreasing number of the bar. It led
to ghettoization of those bar members wishing to serve that part of the
public. McKechnie argued that most lawyers abandoned the plan as
soon as they were experienced enough to do so.200 Those committed to
the client groups served by legal aid would simply see their income
continuously eroded. The review by the Ontario Branch of the Canadian Bar Association found that lawyers would return to the plan if
remunerated more fairly. 20 1
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131

In response to the Fact Finder's report the government of Ontario
increased the legal aid tariff and reduced the mandatory donation
202 They also instituted a levy on all lawyers in
from 25% to 5%.
20 3
Ontario to support the plan.
These are encouraging moves. Unfortunately they do not go far
enough. There is no reason to keep a charity element in the plan.
Charity tends to erode the type of service provided and results in irrelevant issues being considered by participating lawyers.
There is reason to believe that the system is once again becoming too
reliant on charity. Part of the monies used to support the legal aid
plan come from the Law Foundation of Ontario.204 The foundation
obtains its funds from the interest paid by banks and trust c6mpanies
on mixed trust accounts.205 Interest is paid to the law foundation
because of the difficulty of determining the amount of interest that
would be paid to each client. Strictly speaking this money belongs to
the clients who deposited it with their lawyer. The clients, like lawyers,
are forced to donate their money to the operation of the Legal Aid
Plan.
In 1989-90 the Foundation paid OLAP several tens of millions of dollars more than had been forecast. 206 If the foundation had not provided these funds it is unlikely that OLAP would have been able to
meet its obligations to pay the certificates that had been granted. 2 07
Once again the service to the poor needed to rely on benevolence and
chance.
Recently, the Legal Aid Plan determined that there was need for an
immediate increase of 33% in the legal aid tariff to meet the goals set
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by the Fact Finder in the Graeme McKechnie Report.208 This increase
would simply keep the tariff from being eroded below the 1984 levels.
The then Attorney-General indicated that there would be no increase
in the tariff.2 0 9 Presumably this will mean a further erosion in the tariff and a possible return to the situation that existed in the late 1970's
and early 1980's when lawyers left the plan because of inadequate
compensation.
This refusal to adequately fund legal aid programs comes at a time
when crown lawyers have negotiated substantial salary increases.2 10
The willingness of lawyers to accept legal aid clients is directly related
to the remuneration. 2 11 In a situation where the remuneration to lawyers doing comparable work is increasing while the profit from legal
aid work is decreasing, it seems likely that the resistance to accepting
legal aid clients will increase.
The Joint Committee report was emphatic about the need to replace
the charity system with a Legal Aid Plan which gave people a right to
2 13
representation. 2 12 A later review of the system made the same point.
It is time to follow these recommendations. A realistic tariff should be
established and maintained without recourse to charity. Mandatory
contributions by lawyers must be ended.
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